
EVERYDAY HEROES
Measure 6-7 Right open hand to side of right eye, palm out.
Measure 8-9 Right hand comes down as left hand lifts forward.
Measure 10-11 Turn left, left hand goes down, right hand reaches to audience.
Measure 12-13 Right hand creates fist and bring back to side, turning body forward.
Measure 14-15 Left open palm to left ear, palm out.
Measure 16-17 Left hand comes down as right hand extends out and across audience, left to right.
Measure 18-19 Turn right, right hand goes down, left hand lifts forward to audience.
Measure 20-22 Bring left hand to side, turning body forward.
Measure 23-29 Choir moves in lines across stage, circling, following in rows or any direction you may

want to design. As they walk, they may wave or move arms energetically. Create a
picture of “every person” in life moving about the world.

Measure 30 Stop walking, face front and hit legs on beat 1, clap on beat 2 and grab hands of
person on each side on beat 3

Measure 31-33 Sway, alternate direction with each row to add visual diversity.
Measure 34 Right hand (blade) high on beat 2, left hand (blade) high on beat 3, bring slightly in

on beat 4 by bending elbows
Measure 35 Push hands up, out and down.
Measure 36 Form fists and “flex” arms shoulder high (looking strong).
Measure 37-38 Step-touch RT, LT, RT, LT in “strong” position
Measure 39 Drops hands and choir moves in to closer group.
Measure 6 Right hand presents across audience, left to right
Measure 7 Left hand presents across audience, right to left
Measure 8-9 Sway RT, LT, RT, LT
Measure 10-11 Walking forward four steps, lift hands forward.
Measure 12-13 Walking back four steps, lower hands.
Measure 1415 Half of the choir goes to one knee.
Measure 16-17 Other half moves next to kneeling person, all place hands on heart.
Measure 18-19 Reach or touch person next to you.
Measure 20-21 Person standing helps kneeling person to stand.
Measure 23-41 REPEAT CHORUS WITH MOVEMENTS AS BEFORE.
Measure 42-48 Grab hands one by one as in a peel off through choir, through rows on every beat.
Measure 49 Lift hands high.
Measure 50 Release hands as each person turns or spins in place, facing front again.
Measure 51-61 REPEAT CHORUS WITH MOVEMENTS AS BEFORE.
Measure 62 Stand, facing front.
Measure 63-64 Sway RT, LT , RT, LT, hit sides of legs gently on beats 2 and 4.
Measure 65-66 Continue swaying, snapping on beats 2 and 4.
Measure 67 Continue swaying, clapping on beats 2 and 4.
Measure 68 Hit legs on beat 1, clap on beat 2, form “strong” pose again with fists on beat 3 and

hold through Measure 69.
Measure 70-71 Step-touch with fists or “strong” pose RT, LT, RT, LT.
Measure 72 All turn or slow spin in circle.
Measure 73 All in individual poses alone or in couples or groups, looking like a “hero”!


